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1 Introduction
Let N , Z, and R denote the sets of all natural numbers, integers and real numbers, re-
spectively. For a,b ∈ Z, deﬁne Z(a) = {a,a + , . . .}, Z(a,b) = {a,a + , . . . ,b} when a≤ b. ·tr
denotes the transpose of a vector.
Consider the following nth-order diﬀerence equation containing both advance and re-
tardation with φ-Laplacian of the type:
n(rk–nφ(nuk–)) = (–)nf (k,uk+,uk ,uk–), k ∈ Z, (.)
where n ∈ Z,  is forward diﬀerence operator deﬁned by uk = uk+ – uk , nuk =
(n–uk), φ ∈ C(R,R) satisﬁed φ() = , f ∈ C(Z × R,R), rk >  for each k ∈ Z, {rk} and
{f (k, v, v, v)} are T-periodic in k and T is a given positive integer.
In this paper, given positive integerm, we will study the existence ofmT-periodic solu-
tions for (.). As usual, such amT-periodic solutionwill be called a subharmonic solution.











t,u(t + ),u(t),u(t – )
)
, t ∈ R. (.)
Equations similar in structure to (.) have been studied by many authors. For example,
for the case where φ(x) = x, n = , Smets and Willem [] have considered solitary waves
with prescribed speed on inﬁnite lattices of particles with nearest neighbor interaction for
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the following forward and backward diﬀerential diﬀerence equation:
cu′′(t) = V ′
(




u(t) – u(t – )
)
, t ∈ R.
For the casewhere φ(x) = |x|p–x, p > , n = ,Wang [] has studied the existence of positive
solutions of the equation
(∣∣u′∣∣p–u′)′ + a(t)f (u) = , t ∈ R.
For the case where φ(x) = |x|p–x, p > , n = , Agarwal, Lu, and O’Regan [] have studied
the existence of positive solutions of the equation
(∣∣u′′∣∣p–u′′)′′ = λq(t)f (u), t ∈ R.
For the case where φ(x) = x√
+x
, n = , Bonheure and Habets [] have studied classical and





= λf (t,u), t ∈ R.
In recent years, many authors have studied the existence of periodic solutions of diﬀer-
ence equations. To mention a few, see [–] for second-order diﬀerence equations and [,
] for higher-order equations. Since , critical point theory has been employed to es-
tablish suﬃcient conditions on the existence of periodic solutions of diﬀerence equations.
By using the critical point theory, Guo and Yu [–] and Zhou et al. [] established
suﬃcient conditions on the existence of periodic solutions of second-order nonlinear dif-
ference equations. In , by using the Linking Theorem, Cai and Yu [] obtained some
criteria for the existence of periodic solutions of the following equation:
n(rk–nnuk–n) + f (k,uk) = , k ∈ Z, (.)
for the case where f grows superlinearly at both  and ∞, where n ∈ Z(). In , by
using the Linking Theorem and the Saddle Point Theorem, Zhou [] extended f in (.)
into sublinear or asymptotically linear and improved the results of [] when f is super-
linear. In particular, a necessary and suﬃcient condition for the existence of the unique
periodic solution of (.) is also established in []. In , by using the Linking Theo-
rem, Deng [] provided some suﬃcient conditions of the existence and multiplicity of
periodic solutions and subharmonic solutions of the following equation:
n(rk–nϕp(nuk–)) = (–)nf (k,uk+,uk ,uk–), k ∈ Z, (.)
where n ∈N , ϕp is the p-Laplacian operator given by ϕp(u) = |u|p–u ( < p <∞) andwhere
f satisﬁes some growth conditions near both  and ∞. In , Mawhin [] considered
T-periodic solutions of systems of diﬀerence equations of the form
φ[u(k – )] =uF[k,u(k)] + h(k), k ∈ Z, (.)
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under various conditions upon F : Z × Rn → R and h : Z → Rn, where n ∈ Z, φ = , in
which  : Rn → [,∞) is continuously diﬀerentiable and strictly convex, satisﬁes φ() = 
and is a homeomorphism of Rn onto the ball Ba ⊆ Rn or of Ba onto Rn. By using direct vari-
ational method, he gave suﬃcient conditions for the existence of a minimizing sequence
for the case of coercive potential, or some averaged coercivity conditions of the Ahmad-
Lazer-Paul type adding the nonlinearity satisﬁes some growth conditions, or the convex
potential. Using the Saddle Point Theorem, previously obtained results are extended to
the case of an averaged anticoercivity condition in []. However, the results on periodic
solutions of higher-order nonlinear diﬀerence equations involving φ-Laplacian are very
scarce in the literature. Furthermore, since (.) contains both advance and retardation,
there are very few works dealing with this subject; see [, ]. The main purpose of this
paper is to give some suﬃcient conditions for the existence and multiplicity of periodic
and subharmonic solutions of (.). Particularly, our results generalize the results in the
literature [, ]; see Remark . and Remark . for details.
2 Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we assume that,
(F) there exists a functional F(k, v, v) ∈ C(Z × R,R) with F(k, v, v)≥  and satisﬁes
F(k + T , v, v) = F(k, v, v),
∂F(k – , v, v)
∂v
+ ∂F(k, v, v)
∂v
= f (k, v, v, v).
In this section, we ﬁrst establish the variational setting associated with (.).
Let S be the set of all two-sided sequences, that is,
S =
{
u = {uk}|uk ∈ R,k ∈ Z
}
.
Then S is a vector space with au + bv = {auk + bvk} for u, v ∈ S, a,b ∈ R. For any ﬁxed
positive integer m and T , we deﬁne the subspace Em of S as
Em =
{
u = {uk} ∈ S|uk+mT = uk ,k ∈ Z
}
.
Obviously, Em is isomorphic to RmT and hence Em can be equipped with the inner prod-












, u ∈ Em.
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for all u ∈ Em and q≥ . By Hölder’ inequality and Jensen’ inequality, we have
‖u‖ ≤ ‖u‖q ≤ (mT)
–q
q ‖u‖, ≤ q < ,
(mT)
–q




, ≤ q < ,
(mT)
–q




q , ≤ q < ,
, ≤ q.
Therefore,
d,q‖u‖ ≤ ‖u‖q ≤ d,q‖u‖, u ∈ Em. (.)













is the primitive function of φ(u).
Clearly, J ∈ C(Em,R) and for any u = {uk}k∈Z ∈ Em, by using uj = umT+j for j ∈ Z(,mT –
), we can compute the partial derivative as
∂J
∂uk
= (–)nn(rk–nφ(nuk–)) – f (k,uk+,uk ,uk–).
Thus, u is a critical point of J on Em if and only if
n(rk–nφ(nuk–)) = (–)nf (k,uk+,uk ,uk–), k ∈ Z(,mT).
Due to the periodicity of u = {uk}k∈Z ∈ Em and f (k, v, v, v) in the ﬁrst variable k, we
reduce the existence of periodic solutions of (.) to the existence of critical points of J
on Em.
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LetM be themT ×mT matrix deﬁned by
M =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
 –  · · ·  –
–  – · · ·  
 –  · · ·  
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
   · · ·  –
–   · · · – 
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
By matrix theory, we see that the eigenvalues ofM are
λj = 
(
 – cos jmT
)
, j = , , , . . . ,mT – .
Thus, λ = , λ > , λ > , . . . , λmT– > . Therefore,
λmin =min{λ,λ, . . . ,λmT–} = 
(
 – cos mT
)
,
λmax =max{λ,λ, . . . ,λmT–} =
{
, whenmT is even,
( + cos mT ), whenmT is odd.
For convenience, we identify u ∈ Em with u = (u,u, . . . ,umT )tr. Let
Em =
{






u ∈ Em|u = {a},a ∈ R
}
.
Let E˜m be the direct orthogonal complement of Em to Em, i.e., Em = Em ⊕ E˜m.






































Let H be a Hilbert space and C(H ,R) denote the set of functionals that are Fréchet
diﬀerentiable and their Fréchet derivatives are continuous on H . Let J ∈ C(H ,R). A se-
quence {xj} ⊂H is called a Palais-Smale sequence (P. S. sequence for short) for J if {J(xj)}
is bounded and J ′(xj) →  as j → ∞. We say J satisﬁes the Palais-Smale condition (P. S.
condition for short) if any P. S. sequence for J possesses a convergent subsequence.
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Let Br be the open ball in H with radius r and center , and let ∂Br denote its boundary.
Lemma . is taken from [].
Lemma . (Linking Theorem) Let H be a real Hilbert space and H =H ⊕H, where H
is a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace of H . Assume that J ∈ C(H ,R) satisﬁes the P. S. condition
and the following conditions.
(J) There exist constants a >  and ρ >  such that J|∂Bρ∩H ≥ a;
(J) There exist an e ∈ ∂B ∩H and a constant R > ρ such that J|∂Q ≤  where Q = (BR ∩
H)⊕ {re| < r < R}.















{rk}, r = max
k∈Z(,T)
{rk}.
Here we give some conditions.
() There exist constants 	 > , a >  and μ ≥  such that
(u)≥ a|u|μ for |u| ≤ 	.
() There exist constants δ > , b > , c ≥  and ν ≥  such that
(u)≤ b|u|ν + c for |u| ≥ δ.
(F) There exist constants 	 > , a >  and θ ≥  such that






v + v ≤ 	.
(F) There exist constants δ > , b > , c >  and ϑ ≥  such that






v + v ≥ δ.






















(H,s) μ < θ .
(H,p) ν < ϑ .
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Remark . By () it is easy to see that there exists a constant c′ >  such that
(u)≤ b|u|ν + c′, u ∈ R. (.)
Remark . By (F) it is easy to see that there exists a constant c′ >  such that




– c′, (k, v, v) ∈ Z × R. (.)
Remark. The p-Laplacian operator given byϕp(u) = |u|p–u ( < p <∞), the curvature-
type operator given by φq(u) = |u|
q–u√
+|u|q ( ≤ q < ∞) and the identity operator given by
φI(u) = u satisfy () and ().
Our main results are as follows.
Theorem . Assume that (), (), (F), (F), (F) are satisﬁed. If one of the following
four cases is satisﬁed:
() Assume that (H,s) and (H,p) are satisﬁed.
() Assume that (H,s) and (H,p) are satisﬁed.
() Assume that (H,s) and (H,p) are satisﬁed.
() Assume that (H,s) and (H,p) are satisﬁed.
Then for any given positive integer m, (.) has at least three mT-periodic solutions.
Remark . If φ(u) = |u|p–u ( < p <∞), rk =  and n = , Theorem . reduces to Theo-
rem . in [].
Remark . If φ(u) = |u|p–u ( < p <∞), Theorem . reduces to Theorem . in [].
Corollary . Assume that (F) and the following conditions are satisﬁed.
(′) There exists constant μ ≥  such that lim|u|→ (u)|u|μ = d > .
(′) There exist constants δ >  and ν ≥  such that
 < φ(u)u≤ ν(u), |u| ≥ δ.







= , (k, v, v) ∈ Z × R.
(F′) There exist constants δ >  and ϑ > ν such that







v + v ≥ δ.
Then for any given positive integer m, (.) has at least three mT-periodic solutions.
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4 Proof of themain results
Lemma . Assume that (), (F), (F), and (H,p) are satisﬁed. Then the functional J is
bounded from above in Em.















































































The proof of Lemma . is complete. 








However, in this special case, the argument need not be changed and we omit it.
Lemma . Assume that (), (F), (F), and (H,p) are satisﬁed. Then the functional J
satisﬁes the P. S. condition in Em.





, j ∈N .




)≤ brdν,νλ nνmax∥∥u(j)∥∥ν –  ϑ bdϑ,ϑ∥∥u(j)∥∥ϑ +mT(c′ + c′), j ∈N .
Therefore,
 ϑ bdϑ,ϑ
∥∥u(j)∥∥ϑ – brdν,νλ nνmax∥∥u(j)∥∥ν ≤M +mT(c′ + c′), j ∈N .
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Since ϑ > ν , it is not diﬃcult to see that {u(j)} is a bounded sequence in Em. As a con-
sequence, {u(j)} possesses a convergence subsequence in Em. Thus the P. S. condition is
veriﬁed. 
Lemma . Assume that (), (F), (F), and (H,p) are satisﬁed. Then the functional J is
bounded from above in Em.



















< , we have
J(u)≤mT(c′ + c′).
The proof of Lemma . is complete. 
Lemma . Assume that (), (F), (F), and (H,p) are satisﬁed. Then the functional J
satisﬁes the P. S. condition in Em.





, j ∈N .




















< , we know that {u(j)} is a bounded sequence inEm. As a consequence,
{u(j)} possesses a convergence subsequence in Em. Thus the P. S. condition is veriﬁed. 
Proof of Theorem . Assumptions (F) and (F) imply that F(k, ) =  and f (k, ) =  for
k ∈ Z. Adding φ() = , then u =  is a trivial mT-periodic solution of (.).
By Lemma . or Lemma ., J is bounded from above on Em. We deﬁne α =
supu∈Em J(u). Equation (.) implies lim‖u‖→∞ J(u) = –∞. This means that –J is coercive.
By the continuity of J , there exists u ∈ Em such that J(u) = α. Clearly, u is a critical point
of J .
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 adθ,θ‖u‖θ , (.)
where x = (n–u,n–u, . . . ,n–umT )tr.








μ >  and
J(u)≥ σ , u ∈ E˜m ∩ ∂Bρ . (.)
Therefore, α = supu∈Em J(u) ≥ σ > . From (.), we have also proved that J satisﬁes the
condition (J) of the Linking Theorem.





Thus, the critical point u of J corresponding to the critical value α is a nontrivial mT-
periodic solution of (.). In the following, we will verify the condition (J).
























































max‖y‖ν –  ϑ bdϑ,ϑ
(













where y = (n–e,n–e, . . . ,n–emT )tr.
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 bdϑ,ϑ tϑ , g(t) = –
ϑ
 bdϑ,ϑ tϑ + mT(c′ + c′). We have
limt→+∞ g(t) = –∞ and limt→+∞ g(t) = –∞, and g(t), g(t) are bounded from above,
and J(z) ≤  for z ∈ Em. Thus there exists a constant R > ρ such that J|∂Q ≤  where
Q = (BR ∩ E˜m)⊕ {re| < r < R}.















































where x = (n–u,n–u, . . . ,n–umT )tr.




s –  s ads,sρs. Then σ ≥  and
J(u)≥ σ , u ∈ E˜m ∩ ∂Bρ . (.)
Therefore, α = supu∈Em J(u) ≥ σ > . From (.), we have also proved that J satisﬁes the
condition (J) of the Linking Theorem.





Thus, the critical point u of J corresponding to the critical value α is a nontrivial mT-
periodic solution of (.). In the following, we will verify the condition (J).


























































max‖y‖p –  p bdp,p
(
rp + ‖z‖p) +mT(c′ + c′)
≤ (brdp,pλ npmax –  p bdp,p)rp –  p bdp,p‖z‖p +mT(c′ + c′), (.)











< , and J(z)≤  for z ∈ Em, thus there exists a constant R > ρ such
that J|∂Q ≤  where Q = (BR ∩ E˜m)⊕ {re| < r < R}.
Case . Assume that (H,s) and (H,p) are satisﬁed. Similar to Case , by (.), we see
that α > . Similar to Case , by (.), we see that there exists a constant R > ρ such that
J|∂Q ≤  where Q = (BR ∩ E˜m) ⊕ {re| < r < R}. We have also proved that J satisﬁes the
condition (J) and (J) of the Linking Theorem.
Case . Assume that (H,s) and (H,p) are satisﬁed. Similar to Case , by (.), we see
that α > . Similar to Case , by (.), we see that there exists a constant R > ρ such that
J|∂Q ≤  where Q = (BR ∩ E˜m) ⊕ {re| < r < R}. We have also proved that J satisﬁes the
condition (J) and (J) of the Linking Theorem.
By one of the above four cases and the Linking Theorem, J possesses critical value α ≥










where  = {h ∈ C(Q,Em) : h|∂Q = id|∂Q} and id|∂Q is the identity operator on ∂Q. Let
u˜ ∈ Em be a critical point associated to the critical value α of J , i.e., J (˜u) = α. If u˜ = u, then
The proof is complete. Otherwise, u˜ = u. Then α = J(u) = J (˜u) = α, i.e., supu∈Em J(u) =
infh∈ supx∈Q J(h(x)). Choosing h = id, we have supu∈Q J(u) = α. Take –e ∈ ∂B ∩ E˜m. Simi-
larly, there exists a positive number R > ρ , J|∂Q ≤ , where Q = (BR ∩ E˜m)⊕{–re| < r <
R}. Again, by the Linking Theorem, J possesses a critical value α′ ≥ σ > . Moreover, α′










where  = {h ∈ C(Q,Em) : h|∂Q = id|∂Q} and id|∂Q is the identity operator on ∂Q. If
α′ = α, then the proof is ﬁnished. If α′ = α, then supu∈Q J(u) = α. Due to the fact that
J|∂Q ≤  and J|∂Q ≤ , J attains its maximum at some points in the interior of sets Q and
Q. However, Q ∩Q ⊂ Em and J|Em ≤ . Therefore, there must be a point u′ ∈ Em, u′ = u˜
and J(u′) = α′ = α.
The proof of Theorem . is complete. 
Proof of Corollary . By (′), there exists constant 	 >  such that (u) ≥ d |u|μ, for
|u| ≤ 	. Hence (′) implies (). By (′), there exist constants δ > , b >  and c ≥ 
such that (u)≤ b|u|ν + c, for |u| ≥ δ. So (′) implies ().
By (F′), there exist constants 	 >  and a >  such that






v + v ≤ 	.
So (F′) implies (F).
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By (F′), there exist constants δ > , b >  and c >  such that






v + v ≥ δ.
So (F′) implies (F). Since ϑ > ν , (F′) implies (H,p).
If θ > μ, then (F′) implies (H,s). If θ = μ = s, then by (F′), there exist constants 	′ > 

















v + v ≤ 	′.










=  > . So, if θ = μ = s, then (F′) implies (H,s).
So, by Theorem ., Corollary . holds. 
5 Example
As an application of Theorem ., we give an example to illustrate our result.






= (–)nf (k,uk+,uk ,uk–), n ∈ Z(),k ∈ Z, (.)
where
f (k, v, v, v) = v
((












F(k, v, v) =





It is easy to verify that all the assumptions of Theorem . are satisﬁed. So, for any given
positive integer m, (.) has at least threemT-periodic solutions.
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